
• Foreign exchange and its value to the 

South African economy

• Conversion of currencies

Foreign Exchange
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Concepts: local currency

Explain the term : local currency

The most commonly form of 

currency used in a country. This 

usually encompasses the 

national currency of the 

country.



Concepts: foreign currency

What is foreign currency?

the currency (i.e. money) of another 

country. 



Concepts: foreign exchange 

What is foreign exchange?

(noun)

Instruments, such as paper currency, notes, 

and checks, used to make payments

between countries.

(verb)

The practice of converting one currency into 

another is called currency conversion or 

foreign exchange..



Concepts: exchange rate

In finance, an exchange rate (also known 

as the foreign-exchange rate, forex rate or 

FX rate) between two currencies is the rate 

at which one currency will be exchanged 

for another. It is also regarded as the value 

of one country’s currency in terms of 

another currency.

Explain what you understand by exchange rate



Concepts: Informal fluctuations

Why do foreign exchange rate fluctuate? 

Currency rates fluctuate on a variety of factors. 

Ranging from the country's economic health to 

general investor sentiments. Also…

•Discovery of minerals

•Political unrest / stability

•Natural Disasters e.g. earthquakes, floods

•Economic stability of a country

•Elections etc.  



Major currencies of the world, their currency codes and symbols: 

US dollar, Euro, British pound, Japanese yen, Australian dollar, South African Rand



United States Dollar     USD      $      



Euro     EUR      €      



British Pound   GBP         £      



Australian Dollar     AUD      $      



South African Rand  ZAR    R  



Japanese Yen JPY ¥



Facilities where foreign currency can be exchanged

• In South Africa foreign currency is available at:

• Most banks  

• Foreign Exchange dealers such as Rennies.

• Foreign Exchange kiosks at airports

• Bureaux de Change

• Authorised Travel agents

• Major hotels 

• Cruise ships 



Facilities where foreign currency can be exchanged



The Professor forgot to mention one other place… 
Can you name It?

Facilities where foreign currency can be exchanged

Answer: Major Hotels



How does money spent by inbound international tourists benefit local people? 

The Multiplier Effect.



Interpret: Currency Rate Sheet …Buying Rates & Selling Rates 

BANK 

BUYING RATE

BANK 

SELLING RATE



The Problem: Bank Buying Rate & Bank Selling Rate.

How to teach this: 

1 learners must know it’s the BANKS rate.

2 learners must know the product being SOLD or 

BOUGHT is Money (Forex) also explain trading 

currency

Scaffold the concept: use example they know.

Stash Crusaders: exchanging a cellphone for money.



StashCrusaders Buying Rate StashCrusaders Selling Rate

We buy Samsung Omnia 

For R150.

We sell Samsung Omnia 

For R250.

StashCrusaders

Cellphone

StashConverters Buying Rate

StashConverters Selling Rate

Place

Product

Rate

Rate



Let’s Recap….

When the Bank buys Forex…. Use BBR

When the Bank sells Forex….  Use BSR



Interpret: Currency Rate Sheet

When in South Africa, in most cases learners will be presented 
with a currency rate sheet that gives the Rand value for each 

of the Foreign Currency Units. 

ie, this is read as 1USD  cost   R7.62

1GBP  cost   R11.99

1JPY   cost   R0.09

1AUD  cost   R8.14

1EUR    cost  R9.93



Interpret: Currency Rate Sheet

Sometimes when you go online, the exchange rates are often given in 

the above format. Where the Foreign Currency value are given for 

1South African Rand. 

ie, this is read as 1ZAR will cost  USD 0.131233

1ZAR will cost  GBP 0.083402

1ZAR will cost  JPY 11.111111

1ZAR will cost   AUD 0.122850

1ZAR will cost  EUR0.100704

To get the exchange rate you can use in your calculations, you have 

to do the following:     1÷ USD 0.131233 = 7.62 

1÷



Whether you X or ÷ will 

depend on what’s in your 

pocket when you leave the 

bank…… 

To Multiply or Not to Multiply that is the question 

Ask : Can I spend what’s in my pocket?



Calculations: Forex to ZAR
ZAR to Forex

How to teach this:

Question : Can I spend what’s in my pocket?

…. Positive!!!

If there’s Rand in your pocket AFTER the transaction then 
you must multiply. ( FOREX to ZAR = multiply)

If there’s Forex in your pocket AFTER the transaction then 
you must devide.( ZAR to FOREX= divide)



Currency Code Exchange Rate to the South African 
Rand as on 6 February 2012 

US dollar  USD 7.62 
British Pound   GBP 11.99 

Japanese Yen  JPY 0.09 

Australian dollar  AUD 8.14 

Euro  EUR 9.93 

 
• A South African visits  London. He will need £110 for accommodation. Calculate the 

amount in South African Rand .

• A group of American tourists visit South Africa for 5 days. Their tour leader suggest that 

they should each prepare to spend about R100 per day on  lunch. Calculate the lunch 

budget for each American in USD.

•Suppose you are travelling to Australia & Japan. In Japan you can buy a  burger & coke 

combo for ¥340. In Australia you can buy the same burger & coke combo for $4.19.

How much will each burger and coke combo cost in South African rand?

Is it cheaper for a South African to buy a burger and coke combo in Japan or in Australia?

Use the Exchange rates below to complete the following calculations



£     to   ZAR

x

110   x  11.99 =  R1318.90

• A South African visits to the London. He will need £110 for 

accommodation. Calculate the amount in South African Rand .

Currency Code Exchange Rate to the South African 
Rand as on 6 February 2012 

US dollar  USD 7.62 
British Pound   GBP 11.99 

Japanese Yen  JPY 0.09 

Australian dollar  AUD 8.14 

Euro  EUR 9.93 

 



• A group of American tourists visit South Africa for 5 days. Their tour 

leader suggest that they should each prepare to spend about R100 per 

day on  lunch. Calculate the lunch budget for each American in USD.

ZAR     to   USD

÷

(100x5)   ÷ 7.62 = 

500    ÷ 7.62 = $65.62     

Currency Code Exchange Rate to the South African 
Rand as on 6 February 2012 

US dollar  USD 7.62 
British Pound   GBP 11.99 

Japanese Yen  JPY 0.09 

Australian dollar  AUD 8.14 

Euro  EUR 9.93 

 



Currency Code Exchange Rate to the South African 
Rand as on 6 February 2012 

US dollar  USD 7.62 
British Pound   GBP 11.99 

Japanese Yen  JPY 0.09 

Australian dollar  AUD 8.14 

Euro  EUR 9.93 

 

•Suppose you are travelling to Australia & Japan. In Japan you can 

buy a  burger & coke combo for ¥340. In Australia you can buy the 

same burger & coke combo for $4.19.

How much will each burger and coke combo cost in South African 

rand?

Is it cheaper for a South African to buy a burger and coke combo in 

Japan or in Australia?

JPY    to   ZAR

x

340   x  0.09 = R30.60

AUD     to   ZAR

x

4.19 x  8.14 = R34.11

Burger & Coke is cheaper in Japan.



Use the Exchange rates below to complete the following calculations

A South African businessman had USD376 paid into his 

PayPal account. In South Africa the bank converts the 

dollars into rands. How many rands will he receive?

USD    to   ZAR

x

376   x  7.59  = R2853.84



A day before your trip to London, you visit the bank to 

buy R2000 worth of GBP. How many pounds will you 

receive?
ZAR    to   GBP

÷

2000 ÷ 11.99  = GBP166.81



Design 6 unique currency conversion 

calculations that can be added to our 

question bank.

Include : Forex to ZAR

ZAR to Forex

BBR & BSR

Design a memo as well.

We will copy all contributions and distribute 

examples to everyone. 



THE END


